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KEY POINTS

- Monosomy 7 and del(7q) result in a one-copy deletion of the NAMPT gene at 7q22.1
- NAMPT haploinsufficiency causes a vulnerability to the inhibition of NAMPT

ABSTRACT

Monosomy 7 and del(7q) (-7/-7q) are frequent chromosomal abnormalities detected in up to 10% of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients. Despite unfavorable treatment outcomes, no approved targeted therapies exist for patients with -7/-7q. Therefore, we aimed to identify novel therapeutic vulnerabilities in AML with -7/-7q. Through an analysis of data from ex vivo drug screens in 270 primary AML samples, we discovered that -7/-7q AML cells are highly sensitive to the inhibition of nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT). NAMPT is a rate-limiting enzyme in the NAD+ salvage pathway. Mechanistically, the NAMPT gene is located at 7q22.1, and deletion of one copy due to -7/-7q results in NAMPT haploinsufficiency. This leads to reduced gene expression and a therapeutically targetable vulnerability to the inhibition of NAMPT. Our results show that in -7/-7q AML, differentiated CD34+CD38+ progenitor cells are the most sensitive to the inhibition of NAMPT. In addition, we found that the combination of BCL2 inhibitor venetoclax and a NAMPT inhibitor efficiently eradicated undifferentiated AML blasts with -7/-7q. In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that AML samples with -7/-7q are highly sensitive to NAMPT inhibition, suggesting that NAMPT inhibitors have the potential to be an effective targeted therapy for patients with monosomy 7 or del(7q).
INTRODUCTION

Monosomy 7 and deletion of chromosome arm 7q (-7/-7q) are frequent chromosomal abnormalities in up to 10% of patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML).\textsuperscript{1} Monosomy 7 and del(7q) are recurrent in myeloid malignancies in both adults and children, including in juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia,\textsuperscript{2,3} myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS),\textsuperscript{4} and chronic myeloid leukemia.\textsuperscript{5} In AML, monosomy 7 is correlated with a poor prognosis and resistance to chemotherapy, while the prognostic significance of del(7q) is less clear. This difference can be due to differences in the size of the deletion or co-occurring abnormalities.\textsuperscript{6} Monosomy 7 and del(7q) are among the most common chromosomal abnormalities in high-risk AML patients. Monosomy 7 often co-occurs with other markers of adverse prognosis, such as \textit{TP53} mutations and inv(3), worsening clinical outcomes.\textsuperscript{1} A higher frequency of -7/-7q is observed in therapy-related AML and MDS cases. As many as 50\% of therapy-related cases have -7/-7q, suggesting that chemotherapy and radiation select cells with these abnormalities.\textsuperscript{7,8}

Monosomy 7 and -7q result in the loss of one copy of chromosome arm 7q. The homozygous loss of both copies of 7q has not been observed, implying that the deletion of two copies of genes in 7q reduces tumor cell viability.\textsuperscript{6} Monosomy 7 and del(7q) lead to the haploinsufficiency of hundreds of genes. Tumor suppressor genes located on the chromosome arm 7q, which have been shown to contribute to the development of myeloid malignancies include \textit{SAMD9}, \textit{SAMD9L},\textsuperscript{9} \textit{KMT5C (MLL3)},\textsuperscript{10,11} \textit{EZH2},\textsuperscript{12,13} and \textit{CUX1}.\textsuperscript{14,15} Despite the unfavorable treatment outcome for AML patients with -7/-7q, no targeted therapies for this subgroup of patients have been approved.
Ex vivo drug sensitivity testing has emerged as a powerful tool for identifying therapeutically targetable vulnerabilities in several hematological malignancies.\textsuperscript{16–18} In this study, we aimed to identify novel therapeutic vulnerabilities in AML with -7/-7q. We analyzed the ex vivo drug sensitivities of 270 AML samples using a drug library with up to 527 approved and investigational oncology compounds. We performed validation of drug sensitivities using orthogonal assays, including multiparametric flow cytometry, which enables the determination of the sensitivity of distinct cell populations in leukemic bone marrow samples.

We hypothesized that -7/-7q would render AML cells dependent on distinct survival mechanisms that could be exploited to provide a novel and efficacious therapeutic strategy for patients with -7/-7q. Through an analysis of data from ex vivo drug screens in primary AML samples, we discovered that -7/-7q AML cells are highly sensitive to the inhibition of nicotinamide phosphoribosyltransferase (NAMPT). Mechanistically, the \textit{NAMPT} gene is located at 7q22.1, and deletion of one copy due to -7/-7q results in haploinsufficiency. This leads to a therapeutically targetable vulnerability to the inhibition of NAMPT by reducing \textit{NAMPT} gene expression in leukemia cells.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Patient samples**
Bone marrow (BM) or peripheral blood (PB) samples were collected after informed consent from patients with AML using protocols approved by the Institutional Review Board at the Helsinki University Hospital (permit numbers 239/13/03/00/2010, 303/13/03/01/2011, Helsinki University Hospital Ethics Committee) in compliance with
the Declaration of Helsinki. Mononuclear cells were isolated using a Ficoll density gradient and suspended in conditioned medium.

**Ex vivo drug sensitivity testing with patient samples**

We evaluated the drug sensitivity of freshly isolated mononuclear cells from AML patients to 527 small molecule inhibitors, including NAMPT inhibitor daporinad, using CellTiter-Glo and CellTox Green assays. Multiple NAMPT inhibitors were tested at increasing concentrations, and cells were left to recover in conditioned medium before being plated onto pre-dru-gged plates. After 72-hour incubation with the drugs, viability readouts were normalized to negative and positive controls, and a dose-response curve was fitted to the drug sensitivity data. The concentration range tested for daporinad, GMX1778, and LSN3154567 was 0.1-1000 nM, and for KPT-9274, 1-10000 nM. For each dose-response curve, a drug sensitivity score (DSS) was calculated as previously described.19

**Ex vivo drug sensitivity testing by multiparametric flow cytometry**

Four NAMPT inhibitors (daporinad, GMX1778, KPT9274, and LSN3154567) were pre-plated on 96-well plates, and thawed cryopreserved mononuclear cells (MNCs) were added to the plates. After a 72-hour incubation period, the cells were stained and analyzed using flow cytometry to determine cell viability. The experiment was also performed to determine the sensitivity of -7/-7q AML to combinations of KPT-9274 and venetoclax in samples from three AML patients with an immature blast population. The viability of the CD34+CD38- population was determined after incubating the cells with either a single dose of KPT-9274, a single dose of venetoclax, or both.

**Identification of monosomy 7 and del(7q)**
We retrieved clinical karyotype data for AML patient samples from the Finnish Hematology Registry and Biobank and the Hospital District of Helsinki, and Uusimaa Hematological Datalake. For AML samples without karyotype data, chromosomal copy number aberrations were identified through exome sequencing of bone marrow or peripheral blood and a matched skin biopsy sample.

**RNA-sequencing and gene expression analysis**

We retrieved gene expression values for The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) AML samples from cBioportal\textsuperscript{20,21} and from AML samples RNA sequenced in-house. Single-cell gene expression profiles were determined using the 10X Genomics Chromium Single Cell 3'RNAseq platform. The data was processed using the Cell Ranger mfastq and count pipelines, aligned to the reference genome GRCh38, and analyzed using Seurat v4.3.0\textsuperscript{22} and R 4.2.1.

The complete description of the methods used in this study can be found in the supplemental materials accompanying this article.

**RESULTS**

In total, 209 patients with AML and 13 healthy donors were included in the study. Patients with acute promyelocytic leukemia were excluded. We analyzed 270 bone marrow biopsy samples from patients with AML. Chromosomal abnormalities were identified for all AML samples, of which 21 (7.8\%) had -7 or -7q. Biopsy samples taken at multiple time points were obtained from 45 patients. The clinical characteristics of the study cohort (FIMM AML) are shown in supplemental Tables 1 and 2. On average, the
samples with -7/-7q AML had higher blast counts at the time of biopsy; otherwise, the clinical characteristics of patients with and without -7/-7q were comparable.

**AML samples with -7 or del(7q) are sensitive to the inhibition of NAMPT**

To identify therapeutic vulnerabilities in AML with -7/-7q, we compared ex vivo drug sensitivities in AML samples with -7/-7q with samples with diploid chromosome 7. Fresh bone marrow mononuclear cells from patients with AML were incubated for 72 hours with increasing concentrations of up to 525 oncology drugs, followed by the determination of cell viability using the CellTiter-Glo luminescence assay and curve fitting to determine dose response. We found that AML samples with -7/-7q were more sensitive to the NAMPT inhibitor daporinad. A comparison of the daporinad dose-response curves of the representative samples with a median of IC50 in the two groups showed that half-maximal inhibition was achieved with a 4-nM-lower daporinad concentration in AML sample with -7/-7q compared with the AML sample with diploid chromosome 7 (Figure 1A).

To facilitate the statistical analysis of drug sensitivities between the sample groups, we computed drug sensitivity scores from the dose-response curves (Figure 1B). A comparison of daporinad sensitivities in a cohort consisting of -7/-7q AML samples, AML samples with diploid chromosome 7, and healthy controls showed the viability of -7/-7q AML samples was significantly lower after incubation with daporinad than in wild-type AML samples and samples from healthy donors (Figure 1C). Bone marrow mononuclear cells from healthy individuals were significantly more resistant to daporinad than cells from patients with AML.
To determine whether AML cells with -7/-7q were more efficiently killed by daporinad, we compared the daporinad-induced cell death in -7/-7q AML samples with wild-type AML samples using the CellTox Green cytotoxicity assay (Figure 1D). We found that daporinad killed significantly more cells in the -7/-7q AML samples than in the AML samples with diploid chromosome 7 or the samples from healthy controls.

To determine whether the reduced viability induced by NAMPT inhibitors in the -7/-7q AML samples was caused by the on-target inhibition of NAMPT, we tested the sensitivity of a cohort of AML samples to four NAMPT inhibitors with distinct chemical structures. We used viably-frozen bone marrow mononuclear cells from up to 49 patients with AML and determined the viability of the cells after incubation with each of the inhibitors using the CellTiter-Glo assay. The rationale for this experiment was that since structurally distinct NAMPT inhibitors have unique off-target activity profiles, they may exhibit activity against distinct groups of samples if the off-target effects are the dominant cause of cell killing. We found -7/-7q AML samples were significantly more sensitive than wild-type AML samples to all four NAMPT inhibitors tested, indicating that the preferential inhibition of -7/-7q AML was due to the on-target inhibition of NAMPT (Figure 1E).

Next, we examined the sensitivity of immortalized AML cell lines to NAMPT inhibition. Unlike patient cells, cell lines exhibit robust growth in vitro and represent a cell population encompassing all cell cycle stages. The sensitivity of 29 AML cell lines was tested by exposing cells to increasing concentrations of daporinad for 72 hours, followed by the determination of viability using the CellTiter-Glo assay. We found that the AML cell lines most sensitive to daporinad carried -7 or -7q (Figure 1F).
We then aimed to test can we replicate our finding using an orthogonal assay. For this purpose, we performed a dose-response evaluation using four NAMPT inhibitors (daporinad, KPT9274, GMX1778, LSN3154567) with multiparametric flow cytometry readout in viably-frozen bone marrow mononuclear cells from a cohort of AML patients.

In the drug-sensitivity testing employing multiparametric flow cytometry, living cells are quantified after incubation with the drugs, whereas the CellTiter-Glo is a metabolic assay that measures the ATP released by viable cells. We tested the sensitivity of 23 cryopreserved primary AML cells with (n = 8) and without (n = 15) -7/-7q to four NAMPT inhibitors using a flow cytometry–based drug sensitivity assay. Dimly positive CD45 expression and low side scatter were used to identify leukemic blasts. Analysis of the representative samples with median daporinad IC50 showed that the AML blast cell in the sample with -7/-7q had an IC50 value of 1.5 nM, which was 16 times lower than the 24.6 nM IC50 value observed in the wild-type AML blast cells (Figure 2A). We found that the blast cells in -7/-7q AML samples were significantly more sensitive to all four NAMPT inhibitors tested than blasts from wild-type AML (Figures 2B–E). These results provided an orthogonal validation of our prior findings. Together, our results show that -7/-7q is associated with sensitivity to NAMPT inhibition in AML.

**Sensitivity of bone marrow cell populations to NAMPT inhibition in -7/-7q AML**

To determine the effect of the inhibition of NAMPT on blast, progenitor, and lymphocyte cell populations from the bone marrow of patients with -7/-7q AML, we analyzed the sensitivity of cryopreserved patient cells against daporinad, KPT9274, GMX1778, and LSN3154567 using multiparametric flow cytometry. The flow antibody panel (supplemental Table 3) consisted of viability and cell surface markers that allowed us to
distinguish the major viable cell populations in the AML MNCs. The markers were used as follows: CD34 for immature stem and progenitor cells, CD38 for more-differentiated myeloid cells, CD14 for (pro-) monocytes, and CD3 for lymphocytes. Dimly positive CD45 expression and low side scatter were used to identify leukemic blasts. We found that more-differentiated myeloblasts identified by CD34 and CD38 expression were significantly more sensitive to NAMPT inhibition in -7/-7q than in wild-type AML. In contrast, less-differentiated CD34+CD38- myeloblasts from -7/-7q AML did not exhibit increased sensitivity to NAMPT inhibition. We did not observe a significant difference between the sensitivity of differentiated monocytes or lymphocytes in -7/-7q AML and AML lacking the deletion. Lymphocytes from -7/-7q AML showed notably large variability in responses to NAMPT inhibition (Figures 2B–E). To determine the relative potency of NAMPT inhibitors, we analyzed the drug sensitivity score ranges. Compared to the other inhibitors, GMX1778 seemed to be the most potent drug against different cell types, consistently returning higher DSS scores. Overall, our results show that in -7/-7q AML, differentiated progenitor cells are the most sensitive to the inhibition of NAMPT.

AML with del(7q) that does not encompass the NAMPT gene locus lack sensitivity to NAMPT inhibition

The NAMPT locus remains diploid in cases where the del(7q) breakpoint occurs on the telomeric side of the gene. We sought to determine whether the location of the del(7q) breakpoint influences drug sensitivity. To identify breakpoint locations in the AML samples with del(7q), we analyzed copy number profiles defined by exome sequencing in 19 del(7q) AML. We found that, in two patients, the breakpoint was on the telomeric
side of the NAMPT locus, maintaining diploid NAMPT (Figure 3A). We evaluated the effect of daporinad on viability by CellTiter-Glo (Figure 3B), and cell killing using CellTox Green assays (Figure 3C) in del(7q) AML with diploid (NAMPT+/+) and -7/-7q AML with haploid NAMPT (NAMPT+/-). This revealed that NAMPT+/- AML samples lacked sensitivity to daporinad, while NAMPT+/- samples were highly sensitive (Figure 3B, C, and supplemental Figure 1). Our results show del(7q) AML are sensitive to the inhibition of NAMPT when the deletion breakpoint is centromeric to the NAMPT locus at 7q22.3, leading to NAMPT haploinsufficiency. In comparison, AML with the del(7q) breakpoint on the telomeric side of the NAMPT locus do not exhibit increased sensitivity to NAMPT inhibitors.

**AML samples with -7/-7q have low NAMPT expression levels**

Monosomy 7 and del(7q) lead to the deletion of one copy of the NAMPT gene in most cases (Figure 4A). Haploinsufficient gene expression is characterized by a reduced ability of cells to upregulate RNA expression. To determine whether NAMPT exhibits haploinsufficient gene expression in AML with -7/-7q, we analyzed NAMPT gene expression data from two AML cohorts. We found that the dynamic range of NAMPT expression was reduced in samples with -7/-7q, both in TCGA AML cohort (Figure 4B) and our in-house cohort of AML samples from Finland (Figure 4C). These results indicate that NAMPT exhibits haploinsufficient gene expression in AML with -7/-7q.

**Differentiated CD34+CD38+ AML myeloblasts have high NAMPT expression**

Since we found that more-differentiated bone marrow myeloid progenitor cells from AML patients were more sensitive to the inhibition of NAMPT than their less-differentiated
counterparts, we sought to determine whether these cells expressed higher levels of NAMPT. To determine NAMPT expression levels in myeloid cell populations in the bone marrow of patients with AML, we analyzed viably-frozen mononuclear cells using single-cell RNA sequencing from eight patients, of which one had -7 (Figure 4D). We found that more-differentiated myeloid cells had significantly higher levels of NAMPT expression than primitive myeloid cells and hematopoietic stem cells (Figures 4E and 4H). To examine similar cell populations as we did using multiparameteric flow cytometry–based drug sensitivity testing, we selected a subpopulation of cells based on their CD34 and CD38 gene expression to represent CD34+CD38- and CD34+CD38+ cells. In these cells, we found that NAMPT gene expression was significantly lower in AML cells with -7 than in WT cells (Figure 4G), supporting our findings from the bulk RNA sequencing studies. In addition, CD34+CD38+ cells in the WT samples also had significantly higher expression of NAMPT than CD34+CD38- cells, indicating that CD34+CD38+ cells are likely to be more reliant on NAMPT for their metabolism and, therefore, more sensitive to NAMPT inhibition.

Since HSC-like blasts (CD34+CD38-) are less sensitive to NAMPT inhibitors, other vulnerabilities must be exploited to inhibit these cells. HSC-like blasts are known to be more reliant on BCL2 for their survival.23 We studied the level of BCL2 expression in the myeloid cell clusters since BCL2 could be targeted with BCL2 inhibitors in combination with NAMPT inhibitors (Figure 4F). In the myeloid cells, BCL2 was expressed most in the HSC/progenitor-like cells, and the expression decreased significantly toward the more-differentiated cell states (Figure 4I), while the opposite was true for NAMPT (Figure 4H). These results suggest a combination with inhibitors of BCL2 could help to
eradicate the stem cell–like blasts that are less dependent on NAMPT but depend on BCL2 for survival.

**Combination of BCL2 inhibitor venetoclax and a NAMPT inhibitor efficiently eradicated undifferentiated AML blasts with -7/-7q**

We hypothesized that less-differentiated cells could be inhibited by combining a NAMPT inhibitor with a BCL2-specific inhibitor. To test this, we incubated samples from three patients with AML harboring -7/-7q and a quantifiable CD34+CD38- cell population with either the NAMPT inhibitor KPT-9274 at 100 nM alone, the BCL2 specific inhibitor venetoclax at 30 nM alone, or a combination of both agents for 72 hours. Afterward, we quantified the cell death caused by the treatments within the undifferentiated CD34+CD38- cell population in each of the samples by multiparameter flow cytometry (Figure 5). As expected, while KPT-9274 caused limited cell killing of CD34+CD38- blasts in the samples, venetoclax resulted in higher toxicity in these cells. Notably, the combination resulted in near total cell death of the immature blasts in the samples, indicating that the dual inhibition of NAMPT and BCL2 represents an effective strategy for targeting less-differentiated cells with -7/-7q.

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we identified NAMPT inhibition as a novel therapeutically targetable vulnerability in AML cells with -7/-7q. We analyzed the ex vivo drug sensitivities of primary AML patient samples in the FIMM AML cohort\textsuperscript{18,24} that were based on viability and cytotoxicity assays. As a result, we found that samples with -7/-7q were more sensitive to NAMPT inhibition compared to wild-type AML and healthy samples.
Additional experiments using structurally distinct NAMPT inhibitors confirmed that the sensitivity of -7/-7q AML samples to NAMPT inhibitors was due to on-target inhibition.

Cancer cells are known to have high metabolic activity and increased nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) turnover compared to normal cells because of the activity of enzymes such as sirtuins and poly (ADP-ribose) and polymerase I (PARP-1) that use NAD+ as a substrate. Cancer cells do not efficiently utilize the de novo or Preiss-Handler pathways for NAD+ production due to low levels of nicotinic acid and tryptophan and the lack of expression of key enzymes in these pathways. Consequently, cancer cells generate NAD+ mainly through the NAD+ salvage pathway. NAMPT is the rate-limiting enzyme in the NAD+-salvage pathway and has been extensively researched as a potential drug target for targeting cancer cell metabolism. By inhibiting NAMPT, the salvage pathway is halted, resulting in a drop in NAD+ levels, followed by ATP depletion and, eventually, death of cancer cells. Our results also show a higher dependence of AML cells on NAMPT compared to healthy cells, as demonstrated by their significantly higher sensitivity to NAMPT inhibition (Figures 1C, D).

Several NAMPT inhibitors have been developed and have shown encouraging results in terms of anticancer efficacy in vitro and in vivo models of different solid and hematological malignancies. These inhibitors include daporinad (APO866, FK866), GMX1778 (CHS 828), LSN3154567, KPT9274, and most recently, OT82. However, when evaluated in phase I/II clinical trials, NAMPT inhibitors have been reported to have limited drug efficacy profiles and severe toxic side effects, including thrombocytopenia, anemia, and gastrointestinal symptoms. Studies on rodent
models have also shown that NAMPT inhibition causes retinopathy. Since dose-limiting toxicities have so far prevented NAMPT inhibitors from achieving desirable therapeutic effects and clinical approval, our identification of AML with -7/-7q as a particularly responsive patient population could improve the clinical profile of NAMPT inhibitors, notably by utilizing an actionable therapeutic window that limits side effects while maintaining a high level of efficacy.

Hypothesizing that the observed sensitivity of AML with -7/-7q to NAMPT inhibitors is due to the loss of one copy of the NAMPT gene, termed NAMPT haploinsufficiency, we investigated the role of the location of the del(7q) breakpoint on drug sensitivity in AML. By analyzing copy number profiles defined by exome sequencing in del(7q) AML samples, we found that in two patients, the del(7q) breakpoint was on the telomeric side of the NAMPT locus, maintaining diploid NAMPT. These samples did not show the increased sensitivity to daporinad observed in samples with NAMPT haploinsufficiency, and their response was comparable to wild-type AML samples. These results show del(7q) AML are sensitive to the inhibition of NAMPT when the deletion breakpoint is located on the centromeric side of the NAMPT locus at 7q22.3, causing NAMPT haploinsufficiency. Therefore, a precise characterization of del(7q) is necessary to identify the patients who can benefit from NAMPT-targeted therapy. Conventional cytogenetic analysis and fluorescence in situ hybridization are used routinely in the diagnosis of acute myeloid leukemia. However, these methods lack the resolution to detect the 7q breakpoint location accurately. The breakpoint location can be determined using high-resolution methods, such as whole-genome sequencing.
More differentiated myeloid cells have high NAMPT expression and are sensitive to NAMPT inhibition. We investigated the effect of NAMPT inhibition on different cell populations in the bone marrow of patients with -7/-7q AML using a flow cytometry-based drug sensitivity assay. We found that the more differentiated myeloblasts were significantly more sensitive to NAMPT inhibition in -7/-7q than in wild-type AML. However, less differentiated myeloblasts from -7/-7q AML did not exhibit increased sensitivity to NAMPT inhibition. Overall, our results suggest that differentiated progenitor cells are the most sensitive cell population to NAMPT inhibition in -7/-7q AML. Furthermore, our single-cell gene expression analysis of primary AML samples confirmed that highly differentiated myeloblasts express high levels of NAMPT. Taken together, these results suggest mature myeloid cells rely heavily on NAMPT for survival, making them more vulnerable to NAMPT inhibition.

The results of our study indicate that targeting both NAMPT and BCL2 may represent a promising approach for treating AML patients with -7/-7q chromosomal abnormalities. Our flow cytometry-based drug sensitivity assay revealed that undifferentiated (CD34+CD38-) malignant cells in AML samples with -7/-7q are less responsive to NAMPT inhibition alone compared to more mature (CD34+CD38+) blasts. However, our experiments combining a NAMPT inhibitor (KPT-9274) with a BCL2-specific inhibitor (venetoclax) show that this dual therapy resulted in near-total cell death of undifferentiated blasts in these samples. These results support the idea that co-targeting the NAMPT and BCL2 pathways may be a more effective strategy for eliminating undifferentiated AML cells with -7/-7q chromosomal abnormalities. Additional
studies are needed to validate these findings in larger patient populations and to further investigate the safety and efficacy of this dual-therapy approach.

Our results identify NAMPT inhibition as a novel therapeutic vulnerability in AML cells with -7/-7q chromosomal abnormalities. Instances of chromosomal abnormality conferring increased susceptibility to a particular treatment have been previously described, notably in MDS. Specifically, patients with MDS carrying -5q have shown exceptional sensitivity to the immunomodulatory drug lenalidomide. This observation was supported by several studies conducted in vitro and in vivo, as well as in clinical trials, ultimately resulting in approval of the drug for clinical use in these patients.47

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that AML cells with -7/-7q are highly sensitive to NAMPT inhibition, suggesting that NAMPT inhibitors have the potential to be an effective targeted therapy for AML with -7/-7q. Additionally, our results propose NAMPT inhibitors as a suitable combination partner for venetoclax for -7/-7q patients. Further research is needed to investigate the clinical potential of NAMPT inhibitors in the treatment of AML patients with -7/-7q. In addition, as monosomy 7 and deletion 7q are observed in a number of other blood disorders, including myelodysplastic syndromes, the efficacy of NAMPT inhibitors is worth evaluating in these patients.

FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) cells with -7/-7q are sensitive to the inhibition of NAMPT.

(A) Comparison of dose-response to NAMPT inhibitor daporinad in cells from an AML harboring del(7q) with an AML with diploid chromosome 7 (WT). Representative AML samples from -7/-7q and WT cohorts with median daporinad sensitivity are shown. Bone
marrow mononuclear cells obtained from fresh biopsies were incubated with the drug for 72 hours in five concentrations, and viability was determined using the CellTiter-Glo (CTG) assay. (B) Schematic diagram illustrating the relationship of the dose-response curve and drug sensitivity score (DSS). The area delineated by a dose-response curve is transformed into a DSS using an integral function previously described.\textsuperscript{19} DSS values increase with increasing sensitivity to the drug being tested. (C) Comparison of daporinad sensitivity of bone marrow mononuclear cells from a cohort of patients with AML and healthy individuals. AML with -7/-7q is compared with WT AML and healthy individuals. Cell viability was measured using CTG, and (D) sensitivity to daporinad-induced cell death was measured using CellTox Green (CTxG). (E) Ex-vivo sensitivity to NAMPT inhibitors in viably-frozen cells from patients with -7/-7q AML and without (WT). (F) Sensitivity to daporinad in AML cell lines. Cell lines with -7q are shown in orange. Cells were incubated with daporinad for 72 hours, and viability was measured with CTG.

* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001; **** P < 0.0001 by Mann–Whitney U test.

**Figure 2. NAMPT inhibitor sensitivity of bone marrow cell populations in AML with -7/-7q.**

(A) Daporinad dose response of leukemic blast cells from the bone marrow of patients with AML, measured by multiparametric flow cytometry. Samples were incubated with inhibitors for 72 hours, followed by high-throughput flow cytometry–based cell viability readout. The curves highlighted in bold show patient samples with median IC50 for AML with -7/-7q (orange) and AML with diploid chromosome 7 (grey). (B) Daporinad sensitivity of cell populations in AML with -7/-7q (n = 11) compared with AML without the deletion (WT) (n = 47). (C) KPT9274 sensitivity in AML with -7/-7q (n = 10) vs. WT (n = 47).
(D) GMX1778 sensitivity -7/-7q (n = 9) vs. WT (n = 36). (E) LSN3154567 sensitivity in -7/-7q (n = 10) vs. WT (n = 36).

**Figure 3. AML with 7q deletion that does not encompass NAMPT lacks sensitivity to NAMPT inhibition.**

(A) Genomic coverage plot showing the location of the deletion breakpoint in -7q AML samples with respect to the *NAMPT* gene locus. In two AML cases, a del(7q) breakpoint was on the telomeric side of *NAMPT*, maintaining the locus diploid (*NAMPT*+/+). The deletion breakpoint locations were determined based on exome sequencing. (B) Ex-vivo daporinad dose response of a *NAMPT*+/+ AML sample with -7q compared with -AML samples with *NAMPT* haploinsufficiency (*NAMPT*+/-). Cell viability was measured by CTG and (B), and cell death using CTxG (C).

**Figure 4. AML with -7/-7q have reduced NAMPT expression.**

(A) Diagram illustrating the deletion of one copy of *NAMPT* locus resulting from del(7q). Comparison of the level of *NAMPT* gene expression in the bone marrow mononuclear cells from AML with -7/-7q compared with AML lacking the deletion (WT). Gene expression was determined by whole transcriptome RNA sequencing. *NAMPT* gene expression analysis was performed on independent AML patient cohorts from TCGA (B) and the Institute for Molecular Medicine Finland (FIMM) (C). (D) Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) representation of the different cell types identified from single-cell RNA sequencing data from eight AML patient samples. The group consists of one sample with monosomy 7 and seven samples that were wild-type. Cells are colored based on clusters identified using ScType and in-house gene sets. (E) UMAP representation of log-normalized *NAMPT* gene expression level across the total
cell cohort. *NAMPT* expression increases towards the differentiated myeloid cell types. (F) UMAP representation of log-normalized *BCL2* gene expression. While *BCL2* is expressed in all different cell types, cells that belong to the HSC/progenitor-like cell cluster show the most expression in the myeloid cells. (G) Violin plot showing log-normalized *NAMPT* gene expression in CD34+CD38- and CD34+CD38+ cells. Cells were selected from the total cell cohort based on their CD34 and CD38 expression levels. *NAMPT* expression is significantly lower in cells that carry monosomy 7 compared to cells that are considered WT. (H) Violin plot showing scaled *NAMPT* gene expression in the 11 different cell clusters. *NAMPT* expression is highest in the more-differentiated myeloid cells (erythroid-like, neutrophil-like, and monocyte-like cells) compared to myeloid progenitor or lymphoid cells. (I) Violin plot showing scaled *BCL2* gene expression in cell clusters. *BCL2* is expressed at a significantly higher level in the HSC/progenitor-like cells compared to other myeloid cell clusters. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001 by Dunn's test following a Kruskal-Wallis H test.

**Figure 5. A combination of NAMPT and BCL2 inhibition effectively kills immature blasts.**

Barplot showing the percentage of cell death within the immature (CD34+CD38-) blast population in samples from three different AML patients with -7/-7q as measured by multiparametric flow cytometry following a 72 h incubation with NAMPT inhibitor KPT-9274 at 100 nM alone (light grey), BCL2 inhibitor venetoclax at 30 nM alone (dark grey), or both agents (orange).
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Figure 4

A. Chromosome 7 (Chr 7) with the NAMPT gene highlighted at 7q.

B. NAMPT expression in TCGA AML with normalized expression (z-score) showing -7/-7q (n=15) and WT (n=172).

C. NAMPT expression in FIMM AML with normalized expression (z-score) showing -7/-7q (n=12) and WT (n=171).

D. UMAP plots of cellular distribution for various cell types including HSC/Prog-like, HSC/MPP cells, GMP-like/Granulocytes, Erythroid–like and erythroid precursor cells, Neutrophils, Classical Monocytes, Non-classical monocytes, CD4+ T cells, NK cells, Pre-B cells, and B cells.

E. NAMPT expression UMAP plot highlighting the distribution of cell types.

F. BCL2 expression UMAP plot highlighting the distribution of cell types.

G. Violin plots showing NAMPT expression levels for CD34+CD38− and CD34+CD38+ cells for -7/-7q and WT conditions.

H. Violin plots showing scaled NAMPT expression levels across various cell types.

I. Violin plots showing scaled BCL2 expression levels across various cell types.
Figure 5

The graph shows the percentage of cell killing in AML_1, AML_2, and AML_3 cells treated with different drug combinations.

- **KPT9274 (100nM)**
- **Venetoclax (30nM)**
- **KPT9274 (100nM) + Venetoclax (30nM)**

The graph indicates a higher percentage of cell killing in AML_2 and AML_3 cells treated with the combination of KPT9274 and Venetoclax compared to single-agent treatments.
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